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Abstract: With increased retailer concentration, competition and the emphasis on private labels, it is easy to assume that manufacturers’ brands are less important to retailers. Retailers manage their stores as brands and control the brand offering inside the store, coordinating the manufacturer’s brand with the private label. However manufacturers’ brands are still important in determining retailer profitability and store image. This research paper seeks to clarify the value of manufacturers’ brands to retailers within marketing channel relationships. Key words: Manufacturers’ brands, retailers, channel relationships

The success of most brands involves external channel support (Leone et al., 2006) in addition to the firm’s marketing mix as well as consumer attitudes and behaviour (Keller, 2003). Channel support involves many sub-processes (Lambert and García-Dastugue, 2006) within supply chain relationships, but research in this area typically addresses the manufacturer-retailer dyad. In a review of the literature on consumer response to brand marketing activity, Hoeffler and Keller (2006) highlight the lack of research into brand equity within marketing channels. However several authors (Moreau et al., 2001; Webster, 2000; Glynn et al., 2007) recognize that a wider perspective i.e. the manufacturer-retailer-consumer triad is needed. This perspective includes the manufacturer’s brand as well as the end-customer.

Value creation between manufacturers and retailers therefore involves many external operational linkages or processes for the manufacturer. Examples of these processes include brand management to stimulate end customer demand for the brand (the brand to end-customer link) and key account management, which ensures the representation of the manufacturer’s brand interests in the channel (the brand to retailer link). Manufacturers should also recognize the many retail processes involved including retailers managing their own stores as brands (Grewal et al., 2004), controlling the brand offering inside the store and coordinating the manufacturer’s brand with the store brand (Dawson, 2006) (the retailer to customer link).

From a retailer’s perspective the manufacturer’s brand is a resource that provides value to their customers (Hunt et al., 2006). In branding terminology such a resource becomes an ‘ingredient’ brand for the retailer (Ailawadi and Keller, 2004) and customer ‘bait’ (Leone et al. 2006). Srivastava et al. (1998) use the term market-based assets to describe how these
resources produce a sustainable competitive advantage for firms. In channels of distribution these market-based assets are embedded in inter-organizational routines (Dyer and Singh, 1998). It is recognized that inter-firm relationships are necessary to fully leverage the value of these assets (Subramani and Venkatraman, 2003). These inter-organisational sources of advantage (Dyer and Singh, 1998) include: (examples of brand resources in brackets) relational specific assets (brand equity), knowledge sharing (brand market information) complementary resources (brand marketing expenditure) and effective governance (sales force and cooperative advertising expenditure).

However, retailer decisions about a manufacturer’s brand can affect a brand’s performance (Buchanan et al., 1999). Examples of such decisions include a brand’s display placement and shelf location within the store. Verbeke et al. (2006) find that a manufacturer’s brand strength influences retail shelf allocation and promotion decisions.

Research conducted by Glynn et al. (2007) shows that manufacturer brands benefit retailers in several ways: first the financial benefits from reselling the brand, second the manufacturer’s support of the retailer, third customer expectations and finally brand equity considerations. The financial benefit reflects the transactional aspects of brands for retailers such as volume, profit and pricing. The manufacturer support benefit highlights the brand marketing mix effects including advertising support. Retailers also consider that manufacturer support for retail store promotions is vital with some commenting that ‘a brand rarely sells by itself’. Manufacturer brands allow retailers to offer a wide assortment to their customers, that retailers cannot provide by themselves. The brand’s marketing mix also stimulates the product category for the retailer and manufacturers often provide retailers market and category information. The remaining benefits stem from the expectation of the retailer’s customers that the brand will be available in store and the equity of the manufacturer’s brand.

This research also reveals that retailer satisfaction with the manufacturer’s brand is a key relational outcome. Retailer brand satisfaction in turn influences the retailer’s trust of the manufacturer, cooperation on matters concerning the brand, dependence on the manufacturer, commitment to the brand, and assessing the brand performance within the store. However some relationship outcomes are attributable more to the manufacturer than the brand itself. Retailers are more likely to cooperate with, depend on or trust a manufacturer on matters concerning the brand. In contrast, outcomes such as satisfaction, commitment and
performance are more readily attributable by retailers to the brand itself rather than to the manufacturer.

From this research a conceptual framework was developed and tested showing the effects of manufacturer benefits on retailer brand satisfaction and other relationship constructs (Glynn and Brodie, 2004). Three manufacturer brand benefits for retailers were evident in the data: manufacturer brand support, brand equity and consumer expectations of the brand. Manufacturer brand support was the most influential benefit on retailer brand satisfaction followed by consumer expectations and then brand equity. Retailer brand satisfaction influences retailer commitment to the brand, performance and trust in the manufacturer on matters concerning the brand.

Within this framework two moderating variables, brand strength and the product category, were also examined. The results confirmed that brand strength is a moderating variable between the brand benefits and relationship variables. Retailers were more likely to be committed to low equity brands and trust the manufacturer on matters concerning the brand in contrast to high equity brands. The research shows the role of minor brands in expanding the assortment and counterbalancing the dependence on manufacturer for the retailer. Product category differences between the brands in the high value wine and beer categories and the lower value grocery product categories were then assessed. Wine and beer brands were more likely to achieve a better brand performance rating in comparison to grocery brands (Glynn, 2007). Thus manufacturers need to be aware that a retailer’s evaluation of a brand depends on the product category.

There have been few attempts in the literature to examine brands from the perspective of the retailer. This research project clarifies the nature of channel support for the manufacturer brand. The findings show that this channel support is a function of three brand benefits which influence retailer satisfaction which include both the end-customer and the manufacturer’s brand (Leone et al., 2006). This research integrates the manufacturer’s brand and the end-customer from the retailer’s perspective as well as identifying key moderating variables. The conceptual framework is also applicable to other B2B relationships where brands are pivotal such as franchising, co-branding, and the supply of private label brands.
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